The two-dimensional nonabelian BF theory is studied, which turns out to be essentially the zeroth-order approximation to QeD in the framework of the newly proposed method of solving quantum field theory in the Heisenberg picture. The exact covariant operator solution and some lower-point exact Wightman -functions are constructed explicitly. It is shown that there is no ultraviolet divergence in the Wightman functions. In the context of the BF theory, the system coupled with the Dirac field is also studied. § 1. Introduction
In our previous paper/) we have proposed a new method of solving gauge theories in the covariant operator formalism in the Heisenberg picture, so as to respect both Lorentz covariance and gauge (BRS) invariance, and have demonstrated how we can solve quantum electrodynamics (QED) by our method. It has been shown there that our method reproduces the results of the conventional perturbation theory of QED. This is due to the speciality of the abelian gauge theory; in general, our method gives approximations different from the conventional perturbative ones.
We consider the following form of the Lagrangian density of gauge theories:
with (I-I)
(1-2) (1) (2) (3) in the obvious notation. In contrast with the conventional expression for the Lagrangian density, (I-I) ~ (1-3) are more natural in the sense that gauge invariance (more precisely, BRS invariance) holds independently of the coupling constant g. This means that the BRS transformation should be defined in the form without including g, whence the gauge-fixing plus Faddeev-Popov ghost Lagrangian density J:GF+ FP in (I-I) is also independent of g. Therefore, the coupling constant in (I-I) is present only in the coefficient of the first term. ·After calculating all field equations and equal-time (anti)commutation relations based on the canonical quantization, we expand all fields in powers of g2 (but not of g). In the Landau gauge, we have In the sense of a formal expansion in powers of XO -yO, (1· 8) implies the fourdimensional commutation relation
[A"a(x), Avb(y)]lo=o, [A"a(x), A/(y)]lo= O(g2)
Although there is a zeroth-order operator having a nontrivial commutator with A"a(o), it is given in a closed form; thus A"a(O) is quite a manageable operator.
Some time ago,2) we showed that the zeroth· order approximation, in the sense of the above approach, to quantum Einstein gravity is nothing but the four-dimensional extrapolation of the exact covariant solution to the two-dimensional quantum gravity, which was formulated and solved completely in Refs. 3)~7). In the present paper, we consider the model which is exactly solvable a:nd corresponds to the zeroth-order approximation to the nonabelian gauge theory. This model is the so-called BF theory.8) Since the above correspondence is essentially independent of the spacetime dimensionality, we discuss the simplest case, i.e., two-dimensional BF theory. Although this model is physically trivial, the purpose of the present paper is to solve it as the first step of solving quantum chromo dynamics (QeD). We find the operator solution, i.e., the closed operator algebra for the primary fields, and then construct the Wightman functions from it.
The present paper is organized as follows. In § 2, after discussing the symmetry properties of the two-dimensional BF theory, we carry out canonical quantization to obtain the equal-time (anti)commutation relations between the primary fields. In § 3, we construct the operator solution on the basis of the field equations and the equaltime (anti)commutation relations. In § 4, we construct some lower-point Wightman functions and see that there is no ultraviolet divergence. In § 5, we consider the Dirac field minimally coupled with the gauge field of the BF theory and solve the coupled system. Then, we find that there can appear ultraviolet divergence in the Wightman functions consisting of the fields peculiar to the BF theory owing to the breakdown of a certain symmetry caused by the presence of the Dirac field. The final section is devoted to discussion. § 2_ Formulation and BRS-type symmetries
The Lagrangian density of the two-dimensional nonabelian BF theory in the Landau gauge is defined by8) where (2-1)
with r bC being the structure constant of a (semisimple comp~ct) Lie algebra of the internal gauge symmetry considered. Here, we use the symbol jj for the multiplier field peculiar to the BF theory, while the symbol B is reserved for the B-field of gauge fixing. Since jja is essentially the conjugate field of B a in the context of the twodimensional massless scalar field as seen below, this usage of symbols is legitimate.
We first note the invariance of (2 -I) (up to total divergence) under the BRS and anti-BRS transformations, ~B and 8B, defined by ~Bca=iBa ,
Since the ghost counting of (2-1) is 2 (from A"or Band 13)-2 (from C and C)=O for each component of the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra, the Kugo-Ojima subsidiary condition guarantees the physical triviality of this theory under the postulate of asymptotic completeness. One should note that (2-1) is invariant (up to total divergence) also unaer the conjugate BRS and anti-BRS transformations, ~B and 8B, defined by 
It is possible to rewrite (2 ·1) into the manifestly conjugate (anti-)BRS invariant form as follows:
Here, if we add a gauge term (a/2)B a B a to (2·1) with a being a real constant, the conjugate BRS invariance is explicitly broken; that is, the conjugate BRS invariance is a symmetry peculiar to the Landau gauge. As for the conjugate anti-BRS invariance, it is kept unspoiled under the above modification of the gauge fixing term. Owing to the rather simple structure of (2·8), the Kugo-Ojima quartet mechanism would be more transparent if we set up the subsidiary condition by using the conjugate anti-BRS symmetry.
N ow, we consider the field equations. The Euler derivatives of (2 ·1) with respect Ir is essentially the conjugate field of B a as mentioned above, although the relation between them is modified in the BRS invariant way. By taking the covariant divergence of (2 ·14) and by using (2 ·12) and (2 ·16), we obtain By setting up the canonical (anti)commutation relations and by using the field equations (2'12)~(2'14), it is straightforward to obtain the following equal-time (anti)commutation relations: In this section, we construct the exact operator solution on the basis of the field equations and the equal-time (anti)commutation relations presented in § 2.
From (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) and , we have which implies This full commutativity between Apa(x) and anyone of Avb(y), Cb(y) and Cb(y) is a remarkable property of the BF theory, just as in the two-dimensional quantum gravity.4) In order to write down the other two-dimensional (anti)commutators, we need the nonabelian extension, fJ)ab(x, y), of the q-number Pauli-Jordan D-function introduced previously in QCD/O) which is defined by the following Cauchy problem:
On the basis of the unique solvability of Cauchy problem and (3-2), we can derive the following properties of fJ) ab(x, y):
If we know (JPDpabYFb(x, y) together with initial conditions, we can generally express Fa(x, y) explicitly with the help of fJ)ab (x, y) , that is, we have an integral representation where From (2·18) and (3·2), we have
Then, applying the fomula (3·10) with respect to y in (3·15), and using (2·20) and (2·21), we obtain
One should note that (3 ·16) is consistent with (2 ·12) and (2 ·13). Indeed, (3 ·16) yields
and fJ)Cb(X, y) satisfies (3·3). We can also derive (3·16) from the BRS transform of (3·2) for ([J=C b and (3·12). From (2·15) and (3·16), we have
(aI'Dl'acy[cc(x), Bb(y)]= -irCdaI'CC(x).(D/eYfJ)eb(x, y) .
Applying (3 ·10) to (3 ·18) with (2·23), we obtain
Integrating (3·19) by parts four times with the help of (2·15), (2·17) and (3·3)~(3'·5), we can rewrite it into
where fJ)Bab(X, y) is defined by (3·20)
fJ)Bab(X, y)= fd

It is nothing but the BRS transform of g)ab(x, y), that is, g)Bab(X, y)=8 B fDab(x, y).
Indeed, it satisfies 10 ) UY
that is, the BRS transformation of the Cauchy problem for fDab (x, y) . Note that (3·20) is obtained also as the BRS transformation of (3·12).
Likewise for [Ca(x), Bb(y)], from (2·16), (2·17), (3·16) and (3·10), we obtain where
gJBab(X, y)= fd 2 u E(X, y; u)g)ag(x, u)jgcdD/ece(u)·(ap)UfDdb(u, y). (3·26)
It is the anti-BRS transform of fDab(x, y), that is, gJBab(X, y)= 8BfD ab (x, y). Indeed, it satisfies the Cauchy problem defined by replacing C by C in (3·22)~(3·24). Note that (3·25) is nothing but the anti-BRS transformation of (3·12). Next, with the aid of (3·3)~(3·5), (3·16) and (3·10), we obtain
From (3·6), (3·12), (3·21), (3·26) and (3·27), identities
follow, as it should be owing to the (anti-)BRS invariance. Integrating (3·27) by parts twice with the help of (3·3)~(3·5) and (2·17), we can rewrite it into 
jdehfDhC(u, z). (3·29)
After using (3·10) and carrying out integrations by parts many times wfth the aid of (3·21) and the equations for B a , ca, C a , fD ab and fD B ab , we obtain where
The formulae (3·31) and (3·32) are obtained also by BRS-transforming (3·25) and (3· 26), respectively, by setting ~B!JJBab(x, y)= -jBfDBab(X, y)= ifDBSab(X, y).
The other nonvanishing commutators are the ones concerning fro Since the way of obtaining them is similar to the above, we write the results only as follows:
for (iJ= C and C,
If we introduce the conjugate nonabelian Pauli-Jordan D-function, gjab(x, y),
we can rewrite (3·35) into the following form similar to (3·29):
Although, unfortunately, we cannot solve (3·38) explicitly with respect to {jJab(x, y), it is natural to assume the following properties:
However, the introduction of {jJab(x, y) is, of course, not necessary for the discussion in the following sections.
To make the conjugate (anti-)BRS symmetry manifest, it is convenient to introduce the conjugate BRS and anti-BRS transforms of fl)ab(x, y), denoted by fl)iiab(X, y) and {lJiiab(X, y), respectively, as follows:
which are nothing but the quantities on the right-hand side of (3·34) apart from a factor -i. Indeed, it is straightforward to confirm that (3·43) and (3·44) satisfy the Cauchy problem obtained by the conjugate (anti-)BRS transformation of (3·3)~(3·5). Thus, we have
which are obtained also by the conjugate BRS and anti-BRS transformations of (3 ·12), respectively. Likewise, we can also obtain (3·33), (3·36) and (3·37) by the conjugate BRS transformation of (3·2) for ( as it should be owing to the conjugate (anti-)BRS invariance.
In this way, we have obtained the exact covariant operator solution to the two-dimensional BF theory in the manifestly invariant way under the four BRS-type symmetries. We note that this operator algebra expressed by the full (anti)commutation relations satisfies the Jacobi identities, as it should be. § 4.
Wightman functions
In this section, we construct Wightman functions in such a way that they are consistent with the operator solution presented in § 3 and that they satisfy the energy-positivity condition. Since it is very complicated to construct higher-point functions explicitly owing to the nonabeliarr character, we restrict ourselves to considering one-, two-and three-point functions only in the present paper.
In the first place, we briefly summarize our method of constructing Wightman functions based on the operator solution in the general context.
)
We denote an Rule 3: For the Wightm<;tn function including composite fields, i.e., products of the primary fields at the same spacetime points, we define it from the nontruncated higher-point function consisting of the same array of the primary fields by identifying spacetime points belonging to each composite field and deleting all resulting singular terms.
Rule 1: <[ ([)l(Xl), "', ([)n(Xn)]>=O for all [([)l(Xl), "', ([)n(Xn)]
The following generalized Wick contraction follows from Rules 1 and 3. If all double or higher multiple (anti)commutators including at least two of ([)i(Xi) (i=I, "', m) vanish, we have (4·3) where the summation runs over all partitions of {m+I, "', n} and 6F(P) denotes the sign factor due to fermion exchange. One should note that Rule 3 dissolves only the divergence trouble due to the product of fields at one and the same spacetime point but not the ordinary ultraviolet divergence, which arises from two (or more) different spacetime points and is crucially dependent on the dimensionality of spacetime.
N ow, we construct the Wightman functions of the two-dimensional nonabelian BF theory.
Since the one-point functions, which characterize the representation of the operator solution, are arbitrary in principle, we define them in such a way that Poincare invariance, ghost number conservation and BRS invariance are unbroken. Then, all one-point functions of the primary fields are set equal to zero:
Next, we consider the vacuum expectation value of g)ab(x, y). Taking vacuum expectation value of (3·3)~(3·5) and using Rules 1 and 3 together with (3·6) and (4 ·4) for ([J=Ap.a, we have 
DD(+)(';)=O, D(+)(';)-D(+)( -.;)= iD(';) , [D(+)(';)]*=D(+)( -.;);
we know its explicit expression 
<{Ca(x), Cb(y)}>=-oabD(x-y); (4·18)
<[Apa(x), Bb(y)]) = -ioabopxD(x-y); (4'19) <[{Ca(x), Cb(y)}, BC(z)]>= ~rbCD(x-Y)[D(x-z)-D(Y-z)], (4.20) . <([Ca(x), BC(z)], Cb(Y)}>=frbCD(x-z)[D(x-Y)-D(Y~z)]; (4'21)
<[Apa(x), Bb(y)]>= -io ab op x i5(x-y); (4·22)
<[{Ca(x),Cb(y)}, BC(z)]> =-ir bC !d 2 u E(X, y; u)D(x-u)(oP)UD(u-Y)'op
respeCtively, where use has been made of (4·17) in (4·24). We note that (4·23) and (4·24) are derived also directly from (3·39) and (3'47) with the help of (3'40) for (/J =Ap c , (3'41) and (4'14) . Applying Rule 2 to (4'18)~(4'24), we obtain the following truncated Wightman functions: 1),11) (y»T= -(JabO,.,xfj(+)(x-y) ; 
< Ca(X) Cb(y )BC(Z»T= -frbC[D<+)(x -y)D<+)(x -Z) -D<+)(x-y)D<+)(y-z)+D<+)(x-z)D<+)(y-z)] , (4'27) -D(+)(y-x)D(+)(y-z)+D(+)(x-z)D(+)(y-z)] , (4·28) <Apa(x)Bb
< Ca(x) Cb(y)BC(z»T = r bC j d 2
u[ 8(u O -xO)D(+)(u -x)((JP)UD(+)(u -y). opufj(+)(u -z) + €(x, y; u)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(u -y). opufj(+)(u -z) + €(y, z; u)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(y-u)· opufj(+)(u-z) + 8(zO-uO)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(y-u)· opufj(+)(z-u)] ,
< Cb(y) Ca(x )BC(Z»T
= -r bC jd 2 u[8(u O -yO)D(+)(u-x)(oP)UD(+)(u -y). opufj(+)(u-z) +€(y, x; u)D(+)(u-x)(oP)UD(+)(y-u)·opufj(+)(u-z) + €(x, z; u)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(y-u)· opufj(+)(u-z) + 8(zO-uO)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(y-u)· opu,fj(+)(z-u)] , < Ca(x )BC(z) Cb(y»T = r bC jd 2 u[8(u O -x O )D(+)(u-x)(oP)UD(+)(u-y). opufj(+)(u-z) + €(x, z; u)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(u -y). opufj(+)(u -z) + €(z, y; u)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(u-y). opufj(+)(z-u) + 8(yO-uO)D(+)(x-u)(oP)UD(+)(y-u)· opufj(+)(z-u)]
where use has been made of (4 -17) and an identity 515 (4-35) (4-36) (4 -37) (4 -38) in (4-35) and (4-37). Therefore, we obtain
opXD(x-y)-(jj(x-z)-jj(y-z))+ opxjj(x-y)-(D(x-z)-D(y-z))=O
(4-41) (4 -42) and <Apa(x)Bb(y)BC(z»T and <BbCy)Apa(x)Bc(z»T are given by (4-39) and (4-40), respectively, apart from the sign factor. Now, it is straightforward to confirm the consistency of (4-25)~(4;37) and (4-39) ~(4-43) with the four BRS-type invariances. For example, we have
-D(+)(x-z)D(+)(y-z)+ D(+)(x-y)D(+)(y-z)]
+ ~rbC[D(+)(X-Y)D(+)(x-z) -D(+>(x -y )D(+)(y -z) + D(+)(x -z)D(+)(y -z)] =0, <~B( Ca(;x:) Cb(y) CC(z))> = -i<C a (x)i3 b (y)CC(Z»T+ i<C a (x)C b (y)i3 C (Z»T .
= ir bC jd 2 u[ B(uO-xO)D(+)(u -x)(JP)UD(+)(u -z)· Jpufj(+)(u -y) + E(X, y; u)D(+)(i-u)(JP)UD(+)(u-z)· Jpufj(+)(u -y) +E(y, z; u)D(+)(x-u)(JP)UD(+)(u-z)·Jpufj(+)(y-u) + B(zO-uO)D(+)(x-u)(JP)UD(+)(z-u)· Jpufj(+)(y-u)] + i r bC jd 2 u[B(uO-xO)D(+)(u-x)(JP)UD(+)(u-y). Jpufj(+)(u-z) + E(X, y; u)D(+)(x-u)(JP)UD(+)(u-y). Jpufj(+)(u -z) + E(y, z; u)D(+)(x-u)(JP)UD(+)(y-u)· Jpufj(+)(u -z) + B(zO-uO)D(+)(x-u)(JP)UD(+)(y-u)· Jpufj(+)(z-u)]
=0,
where use has been made of Rule 3, (4·4), and an identity JPD(+)(~)·J~(+)(S) =-JPfj(+)(~).J~(+)(S). From Rule 3, therefore, the composite-field Wightman functions constructed from (4·25)~(4·33) and (4·39)~(4·43) are also consistent with the four BRS-type invariances. Indeed, we have
where use has been made of (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) and Thus, from (3-31), we obtain which leads us to according to . In the same way, we obtain As for the three-point functions consisting only of B and/ or B, they should also vanish owing to the BRS-type invariance. To confirm it explicitly, however, it is necessary to construct nontrivial truncated four-point functions such as <CaCbBcBd>T.
In concluding this section, we note that there is no ultraviolet divergence in the Wightman functions in this theory. As seen in § 3, the (multiple) (anti)commutators of the primary fields, in which at least one of them is neither B nor B, are expressible by only the fully commutative operators. Therefore, the corresponding Wightman functions are represented by tree graphs in the sense of Feynman graphs, whence they are free of ultraviolet divergence. On the contrary, for the Wightman functions consisting only of Band/or B, divergences can, in principle, appear.*) As shown by which is the usual S-function for the free massive Dirac field defined by
and the positive(negative)-energy part, S<±)(~), of S(~) satisfies the following:
Almost all the Wightman functions presented in § 4 remain unchanged. There is, however,one exception, which is the two-point function of lJa. This is due to the breakdown of the conjugate (anti-)BRS invariance caused by the presence of the Dirac field. Since the vacuum expectation value of the right-hand side of (3·37) vanishes, from (5·24), we have (5·36) Substituting (5·37) with y5= yOyl into (5·36), and applying Rule 3 of § 4 with the help of (3·33) and (5·22), we obtain =2imo ab Jd 2 ud 2 
v E(X, y; U)E(U, y; v)D(x-u)
where use has been made of tr(TaTb)=oab. Carrying out the integration by parts and using an identity
Epv(Y)V[S<±)(U-V)yPS(=F)(V-U)]= -2imS<±)(u-V)y5 S(=F)(V-U) ,
we rewrite (S·38) into
Therefore, from the energy-positivity condition, we obtain1),1l)
where
F<+l(u, y)= jd 2 v[8(vO-uO)tr(y5 S<-)(u -V)y5 S<+)(v-u))D<+)(v-y) +E(U, y; v)tr(y 5 S<+)(u-v)y 5 S<-)(v-u))D<+)(v-y) + 8(yO-vO)tr( y5 S<+)(u -v )y5 S<-)(v-u))D<+)(y -v)] , F<-)(u, y)= -jd 2 v[8(vO-yO)tr(y5 S<-)(u -V)y5 S<+)(v-u))D<+)(v-y) +E(y, u; v)tr(y 5 S<-)(u-v)y 5 S<+)(v-u))D<+)(y-v) + 8(uO-vO)tr( y5 S<+)(u ~ v )y5 S<-)(v -u))D<+)(y -v)] =[F<+)(u, y)]* .
(S·42)
The second equality in (5·41) is proved by using identities such as E(.i, y; u)t(u, y; v) =E(X, y; V)E(X, v; u) and by exchanging the integration variables u and v. In order to deal with the ultraviolet divergence appearing in (5·41)~(S·43), we have to consider the renormalized theory. We do not, however, go into such a renormalization problem in the present paper, since (S·41) is a quantity peculiar to the model considered and has nothing to do with the zeroth-order approximation to the four-dimensional gauge theories in which we are most interested. § 6. Discussion
In the present paper, we have successfully constructed the exact covariant operator solution to the two-dimensional nonabelian BF theory and then its two-point and three-point Wightman functions explicitly in closed form. Since, in our approach, the BF theory, apart from the part involving the B field, is essentially equivalent to the zeroth-order approximation to the nonabelian gauge theory (QeD), the results obtained in the present paper can be interpreted as those of the manifestly covariant and BRS invariant zeroth-order QeD.
As for the ultraviolet divergence, we have encountered none in the pure BF theory. When the Dirac field is introduced, we encounter ultraviolet divergence in <BaB b ), but it has no counterpart in the zeroth-order QeD. The situation is quite analogous to the quantum-gravity case: The two-dimensional quantum gravity, which can be regarded as the zeroth-order quantum Einstein gravity, exhibits anomaly in the part involving the Weyl B-field b, which has no counterpart in quantum Einstein gravity. 6) In 1985, Kanno and NakanishP For f/J=B a , however, N.G. is nonvanishing, as is seen from (3·36) with (3·46).
